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Abstract
UAV photogrammetry offers a powerful and cheap methodology to reconstruct the terrain
geomorphology. The purpose of this study is the application of a generic Structure-from-Motion
workflow to properly elaborate different set of images from multitemporal surveys in order to
perform a surface and volume change detection by meaning of a cloud-to-cloud comparison.
The complex geomorphology of the site of interest, characterized by niches, asperities, flat rock
walls with different orientation, debris deposits and isolated rock blocks, challenges the
accurate reprojection of the image points into a 3D space. The chronological comparison of the
point cloud offers a qualitative and quantitative estimation of distances and volume change
between sequential models. For the cloud-to-cloud distance computation, a level of accuracy
accounting for different sources of uncertainty was estimated.
Seven data sets were available for this study and they were acquired by two different faculties
of the University of Ljubljana, Biotechnical Faculty and Faculty of Civil and Geodetic
Engineering. Many surveys were performed with different approaches, leading to different
accuracy in the final reconstruction of the terrain. The data post-processing has been performed
with the latest versions of Agisoft Metashape and CloudCompare software.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Disciplines of remote sensing

The knowledge of the territory and the environment, as discussed by Boccardo [6], has
always been a matter of interest for many reasons: food, water, natural resources, weather,
defense, safety and more.

Figure 1-1-1 - First picture in history (1826); the exposure of the plate lasted 8 hours. (Figure from Boccardo [7])

Thanks to the technical improvements in the past centuries, our ability to capture the
information that we need from what surrounds us has got better and better. More specifically,
a turning point has been the invention of photography in the first decades of XIV century
that allowed us to capture light and for the first time to collect the information about what
reality looks like. Since then the progresses made in aerospace technologies, electronics and
optics led to the possibility to get images of the Earth from high above and to observe
difference frequencies of the light, in order to reveal many hidden information that were
absent in the visible spectrum.
These discoveries allowed us to experience a new way to observe the world: finally, we were
able to investigate those phenomena that were inapproachable before and now they can be
used to establish the symptoms of those events that we weren’t able to comprehend.
In the years many different but strictly correlated to each other disciplines were born:
• Geodesy that studies the shape of the Earth considering the spatial distribution of the
gravity field; its accuracy increased when Global Positioning System (GPS)
technologies were adopted thanks to the presence of satellites around the globe.
• Topography that studies the methods and the instruments that allow the precise metric
measurements of points of a surface (ground, urban areas, historical monuments, etc.)
and its graphic representation. It allows an accurate estimation of distances, areas and
volume in many application fields.
• Cartography that studies the difficult task to represent a 3D surface into a 2D plane
thanks the application of mathematics and projective geometry, since it must be
POLITECNICO DI TORINO | Anno Accademico 2019/2020
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considered the shape of the Earth according to geodesy. For this reason, informatics
brought a huge development introducing Geographic Information Systems (GIS) that
allows an easier why to produce metric and thematic charts. Today it’s possible to
visualize many information about the territory with a good accuracy: population density,
geology, hydrology, slope inclination and many more.
• Remote sensing that studies the acquisition, elaboration and interpretation of spatial
data from satellites and airplane in order to produce a thematic map of the territory. The
main characteristics of this discipline is the ability to acquire multispectral and
multitemporal images: the possibility to capture a different range of wavelength of the
electro-magnetic field allows us to automatically emphasize one or more features of
interest, and the possibility to observe the same area in different times give us the chance
to observe the chronological evolution of that particular feature.
• Photogrammetry that studies the technology of obtaining of reliable information about
the environment or even objects, as building and monuments, through the process of
recording, measuring and interpreting photographic images. Its largest application is to
extract both topographic and planimetric information from aerial images in order to
obtain an accurate Digital Surface Model (DSM) or Digital Terrain Model (DTM).

1.2.

Photogrammetry

1.2.1. History
Cannarozzo et al. [8], together with Shenk [28], offer an historical background. The
invention of photogrammetry can be the first procedure that was suggested to be performed
on photograms: in 1851 Aimè Lussedat proposed a method to obtain a measurement from
two images, but ignoring the camera’s distortion effect on the images led to great errors.
Later, in order to resolve such a problem, the Italian Ignazio Porro invented the
photogoniometer that was able to measure the direction angles of the projection lines going
from the perspective center to the points of the captured object.

Figure 1-2 - Analogue stereo-plotter. (Figure from Gis Resources [13])
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In the early years of the 20th century, C. Pulfrich introduced the concept of stereoscopy and
E. Von Orel applied this by inventing the first stereo-autograph in 1909: two photographs
were overlapped through this analogue plotter in order to get a three-dimensional geometry
of the terrain and obtain a topographic map of an area.

Figure 1-3 - Evolution of photogrammetry thanks to the inventions of 20th century. (Figure from Shenk [28])

Thanks to the computer sciences in the 60s the big and expansive optical and mechanical
plotters were replaced by analytical triangulation, analytical plotters and orthophoto
projectors, introducing the possibility to generate digital models as the DEM (Digital
Elevation Model). This only happened in the 80s due to a temporal gap from the research
and the practical use in photogrammetry, going through development of the first model and
their diffusion.
Analytical photogrammetry has been later replaced by digital photogrammetry. Digital
images, obtained by scanning photographs or by digital cameras, were analyzed by
sophisticated software and most of the process has been automated so to minimize the
manual photogrammetric operations of the operator. The final products of this procedure
were digital maps, DEMs and digital orthoimages that were easily saved in computer media
storage and ready to be integrated with a GIS software.
1.2.2. Applications
Photogrammetry is a discipline that finds its application in many fields of study, accordingly
to the object observed by meaning of several photographs taken from different points of
view. We can find:
•

Industrial photogrammetry: the object is usually an artificial element, which scale
can differ from the little component of a vehicle to a long pipeline. It offers a rapid and
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•

•

•
•

automated procedure to perform accurate 3D measurements in order to obtain a quality
control on the final product, monitor real-time changes and observe the deterioration of
many materials; in fact, it has been applied as a useful substitute of traditional
Coordinates Measuring Machines, as articulated arms or laser trackers.
Architectural photogrammetry: the object can be one or more buildings and they are
investigated by close-range photogrammetry with the purpose to monitor the cultural
and historical heritage. In the investigation of vast and urbanized areas by meaning of
photogrammetry it is possible to easily guarantee a 3D model useful for consideration
as: emergency plans, energy request, infrastructure design and land register. A large use
is adopted in survey archeological areas to monitor surface deterioration or historical
reconstruction.
Biostereometric: a model of the human body, especially a part of it, is reconstructed in
order to detect any geometric changes as a consequence of its natural growth or after
surgery. Despite its medical application, such models can be used as biodynamic models
for vehicle crash victims in computer simulation or dummy design.
Space photogrammetry: the object can be an extraterrestrial element, as a planet or a
satellite, or can be a terrestrial element, as the clouds.
Aerial photogrammetry: the object is the earth’s surface and the reconstructed scene
may contain both natural and urbanized areas. Its application goes from the natural
hazard estimation to photomaps creation.

The application of photogrammetry, given the same object and same methodology, can also
depends on the purpose of the investigation. The 3D virtual reconstruction of any object or
surface can be used also in the production of Computed Generated Images (CGI) adopted
in movies and games realization or eventually it can be used in police investigation in order
to reconstruct a crime scene starting from the available footage or several photographs of
the scene.
In this thesis, the main focus is on the application of aerial photogrammetry in the study of
natural geomorphology. Thanks to significant developments in the last years,
photogrammetry (together with laser scanning) revealed to be a valid tool in building digital
terrain models (DTMs) without any contact with the object and an accuracy close to
traditional survey methods; this led to its application in detecting, classifying and
monitoring different kind of ground instability: erosion, landslide, rockfall, debris flow, etc.
Both terrestrial and aerial photogrammetry allow to easily produce 3D models of the same
portion of terrain in different times, guaranteeing by the meaning of DTMs comparison to
realize multi temporal studies. Thanks also to research studies concerning classification
algorithms, it’s becoming easier and easier to automatically perform the classification of
vegetation, building, cars, etc. from point clouds, obtained by Structure from Motion (SfM)
photogrammetry.
By meaning to UAV photogrammetry, today is possible monitoring fluvial morphodynamics, observing landslide and glacier evolution, detecting erosion and deposit areas,
characterizing the discontinuities in a rock mass, realizing geology maps and estimating
vegetation extension with advantages if compared to other methods, as LiDAR or Aerial
POLITECNICO DI TORINO | Anno Accademico 2019/2020
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Laser Scanner (ALS), in terms of portability, cost, power consumption and time of
execution.
1.2.3. Principles and fundamentals
The main purpose of photogrammetry is to rebuild the geometry of an object. In order to do
so, it’s necessary to establish a geometric relationship between the image space and the
object/ground space: for each of one, a coordinate system must be defined.
The image coordinate system is defined by three perpendicular axes (x, y, z) with the center
as the intersection between the lines that join the fiducial marks on the sensor. The x-axis
and y-axis are collinear to those lines, as shown in Figure 1-4a. The z-axis is the optical axis,
the line perpendicular to the sensor an going through both the perspective center O of the
lens and the principal point P of the sensor. In analytical photogrammetry the coordinate
system is usually rigidly translated so that the origin is equal the perspective center O (Figure
1-4b). Theoretically, the center of the image should be equal to P but, due to errors in the
construction of the camera, there is an offset of hundredth of millimeters. The ground
coordinate system is as three axes reference system (X, Y, Z) that utilizes a known
geographic map projection. It could be a geocentric or a topocentric coordinate system (Gis
Resources [13]): in the first case the origin is set at the center of the Earth ellipsoide, the Xaxis passes through the Greenwich meridian, the Z-axis is equal to the rotation axis of the
(b)

(a)

f
f

Figure 1-4– (a) Image coordinate system of the negative; in case of the positive, the direction of the z-axis should be the
opposite. (b) Image coordinates system used in analytical photogrammetry. (Figures from Cannarozzo et al. [8])

Figure 1-5 – Ground coordinate system. (Figure from Cannarozzo et al. [8])
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planet, and the Y-axis is perpendicular to both the X-axis and the Z-axis; instead, in the
second case the origin is set on the surface of Earth ellipsoide, both X-axis and Y-axis belong
to the tangential plane that goes through the origin, respectively oriented eastward and
northward, while the Z-axis is vertical to the reference plane.

Figure 1-4 – Schematic illustration of a geocentric coordinate system (red) and a topocentric coordinate system
(blue). (Figure from http://help.digi21.net/SistemasDeReferenciaDeCoordenadasTopocentricos.html)

The main steps of a photgrammteric survey are:
I.
Data acquisition
II. Orientation
III. Restitution
The proper recosutruction of a scene or an object requires multiple images taken from
different points of view; these pictures also need to overlap in order to allow the detection
of a series of omologus points.
The first condition is necessary since the object space is three dimensional, thus there isn’t
a unique correspondence between a point in the image space A’ and a point the object space
A: many other points are aligned to the projection line A-A’. In order to establish the right
position of the point A it is necessary at least another picture that represents the object: by

Figure 1-6 – Scheme of aerial image acquisition: two images are necessary to define the exact position of one
point in the object space. (Figure from Cannarozzo et al. [8])
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this way it is possible to obtain the position of A thanks to the intersection of the two
projection lines A-A’ and A-A’’.
This is possible when the second condition is verified: two sequent photographs must contain
the same portion of the scene. Especially in aerial photogrammetric surveys, this happens
when the flight path and altitude (Figure 1-7) and the time interval between two photographs
are properly studied accordingly to the investigation area extension. As a generic rule, the
longitudinal overlapping of two images taken flying in the same direction is about 60%, but
it can reach 75% in case of complex terrains; the lateral overlapping instead is about 1020%.

Figure 1-7 – Scheme of aerial data acquisition: the flight path and altitude must guarantee an overlap between
the images accordingly with the terrain complexity and extension. (Figures from Cannarozzo et al. [8])

After taking all the required photographs, the internal geometry of the camera and its position
and orientation in the space at the moment of data acquisition must be defined. This process
is called respectively interior and exterior orientation. In the first case, the principal point P
and principal distance p or focal length f are defined. Since the camera optical system made
of lens is not perfect, the image on the sensor is actually different from the scene: the
incoming projection line is not exactly parallel to the outcoming one, so in some portion of
the image a distortion occurs. Such deformation is not homogenous all over the sensor but it
spreads along some directions accordingly with the distance from the optical system of lens.

Figure 1-8 – (a) Radial and tangential components of the distortion; (b) distribution of the radial distortion on the
sensor. (Figure from Cannarozzo et al. [8])
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The deformation can be also divided into two components, radial and tangential (Figure 18a); since the first one is usually the 95% of the total deformation, in some cases is the only
one displayed on the sensor during the calibration process (Figure 1-8b).
The exterior orientation, instead, consists of estimating the position of the perspective center
in the ground space coordinate system for each photograph (XOi, YOi, ZOi) and the rotation
between the image and space coordinate system (ω along the x-axis, φ along the y-axis and
κ along the z-axis). A schematic illustration is shown in Figure 1-9a.
All these parameters are used to solve the collinearity equation, that defines the relationship
between the sensor, the image coordinates and the ground coordinates and it’s necessary to
obtain the final restitution.
The formula suggested by Gis Resources [13] is
𝒂 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑀𝑨

(1.1)

where:
⎯ a is the vector going form the perspective point O to an image point Ai (Figure 1-9b)
and defined accordingly the principle point coordinates and the focal length:

(1.2)

⎯ A is the vector going from the perspective center O to a ground point A (Figure 1-9b),
formulated as follows:

(1.3)

⎯ M is the rotation matrix that allows to express both vectors in the same coordinate
system;
⎯ k is a scalar multiple.
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The meaning of this equation is that the image point, the perspective center and the ground
point are collinear; they belong to the same projection line that goes through the perspective
point.

Figure 1-9 – (a) Schematic illustration of the parameters estimated during orientation; (b) schematic illustration of
the parameters involved into the collinearity equation. (Figures from Cannarozzo et al. [8])

1.2.4. Structure from Motion
Structure from Motion (SfM), first used in 1990s in computer vision community and in the
development of automatic feature-matching algorithm, is a photogrammetric method which
allows a topography reconstruction with a high level of detail (Westoby et al [33]).

Figure 1-10 – Schematic illustration of the main concept behind
Structure from Motion methodology. (Figure from Nissen [24])
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Differently from traditional photogrammetric processes, SfM reconstructs a scene starting
from a set of multiple overlapping images of the same scene or object, taken from different
angles, without requiring the 3D location of a series of multiple control points to be known.
This approach uses algorithm such as SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) that
identifies automatically the common features between a subset of images: this, especially,
allows to support large changes in camera perspective and large variations in image scale.
The detected points are then projected into a 3D space and the relative position of images is
defined thanks to a bundle block adjustment: this is an iterative and highly redundant process
that establish the position of two feature points by meaning of an automatic calculation of
internal camera geometry (f) and external camera position (x, y, z) and rotation (i). The final
result is a sparse point cloud which represents the structure of the scene/object obtain by the
motion of a camera. Control points and check points can also be used, but they are not
necessary to reconstruct the model. They allow to adjust the scale and the orientation of the
point cloud in a defined geographic coordinate system and to verify the final quality of the
reconstruction.
Figure 1-12 shows the main difference between aerial and terrestrial LiDAR methodology
and the aerial SfM photogrammetry approach. LiDAR involves more expensive instruments
and it requires a more accurate planning of the survey. The 3D location of a series of control
points inside the scene must be known (this is also required in SfM photogrammetry when
used for geodetic purposes) and the sensor position and orientation must be accurately
defined by the operator. Thus, rapid and repeated investigations are difficult to perform.
However, LiDAR allows to filter the vegetation into the scene and to acquire a good ground
model of the investigated area. SfM photogrammetry, even if it is able to register the color
of each point together with the geometry of the scene, giving a texture to the final model, is
not able to automatically ignore the vegetation, so non-ground points must be classified and
removed in order to eventually obtain a DTM.
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At the end, the advantage – mainly in technical application rather than in scientific work- of
Structure from Motion is that it gives a black-box tool to perform a high resolution
topographic reconstruction where expert supervision is strictly limited, if not unnecessary
(Micheletti et al. [22]). However, this may lead to a series of errors not easy to identify since
the operator has less involvement in the quality control of data acquisition.

Figure 1-12 – Schematic illustration of the SfM procedure to obtain high resolution topographic models,
together with other two methods, Airborne LiDAR and terrestrial LiDAR. (Figure from Johnson et al. [16])
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2. Site description
The area of this study is in the North-West region of Slovenia, in Central Europe. It is
located near the village of Belca in the municipality of Kranjska Gora, close to the
Austrian border, about 60 km from Ljubljana, the capital city.

Figure 2-1 – Geolocation of the site of interest.

The site is mainly characterized by a fractured rock mass on the slope of a mountain, at the
bottom of which the fallen debris has deposited (Figure 2-2a). The valley is short and narrow
and it is crossed by a small torrent (Figure 2-2b) which flows into the Sava main river. Most
of the bigger blocks accumlated in the years are on the upper portion of the torrent (Figure
2-2c).
From a geological point of view, the slope is made of Upper Triassic rocks, mainly light
grey massive dolomite and layers of limstone, strongly tectonized.
The slope has been monitored because a rock fall with a volume of 5000-10000 m3 occurred
in September 2014. In the period from 2014 to 2017, both geotechincal and geological data
were aquired by Lazar et al. [18]: in particular wire extensometers, tachometry, TLS and
ALS were adopted.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2-2 – Photographs of the site, taken during the last survey (October 24 th 2019): (a) the slope characterized
by the fractured rock mass and debris deposit, (b) the torrent along the valley and (c) the blocks accumulated over
the upper portion of the torrent.
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3. Data Acquisition
The data for this study comes from seven different surveys, five of which were performed
by members of University Ljubljana, Faculty of Civil and Geodetic Engineering (Fakulteta
za gradbeništvo in geodezijo, FGG) and the remaining two were perform by the Department
of Forestry and Renewable Forest Resources of the Biotechnical Faculty (Biotehinška
Fakulteta, BF). They go from July 2018 to October 2019.
The observed area changed in the first surveys: at first only the upper part was captured, then
the entire riverbed has been once observed in order to detect the eventual transportation of
the detached material and progressively only the portion of the river closer to the slope was
sometimes considered in the survey.

Figure 3-1 – DJI Mavic Air. (Figure from
https://www.drone-store.it/prodotto/djimavic-air-bianco/)

Figure 3-2 – DJI Phantom 4. (Figure from
https://www.amazon.it/DJI-PHANTOM-PROOBSIDIAN-Risoluzione/dp/B075FVB86M)

The data from BF were acquired with a DJI Mavic Air drone with a FC2103 camera model,
having a focal length of 4.5 mm and returning images with a resolution of 4056x3040 pixels.
No description of the surveys is given. Apparently, the flights weren’t performed
systematically but by manual piloting of the drone.
The data from FGG were acquired with a DJI Phantom 4 with a FC6310 camera model,
having a focal length of 8.8 mm and images with a resolution of 5472x3648 pixels.
The flight plans changed from a survey to another, learning from previous experiences (look
at Table 3-1). At first only one flight for both the slope and the river was planned. Due to
the complex geomorphology of the slope, 3 flights were planned with an oblique orientation
of the camera (45°): the first two (fake and flat1) were performed at the same height, one
having as reference a previous DTM of the area and the other one having as reference a plane
with an inclination close to the overall slope; the third flight (flat 2) was performed as the
second one but with a greater flying altitude in order to guarantee a greater overlap of the
images. Then, the presence of isolated blocks and niches led to consider a different point
view, so a flight with the camera orientated to the vertical direction was introduced. The
portion of the river not close to the slope was no more considered and only one flight with
an oblique camera was necessary to reduce the number of holes in the final model.
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Date

Performed
by

D1

08-11-18

BF

D2

03-07-18

FGG

D3

D4

04-12-18

11-12-18

FGG

Number
of
images

Orientation

Flying
altitude
(m)

Ground
resolution
(cm/pix)

110

/

122

3,69

Slope

212

Oblique

63,6

1,6

0,0694

7

Riverbed

133

Vertical

76,1

1,91

0,132

11

Fake

159

Oblique

61,6

1,53

0,0524

Flat 1

159

Oblique

62,9

1,6

0,0564

Flat 2

159

Oblique

67,6

1,84

0.0186

Riverbed

60

Vertical

81,2

2,24

0,00794

Vertical

218

Vertical

92,6

2,53

0,0383

Flat

246

Oblique

70,5

1,93

0,0305

Fake

194

Oblique

68

1,86

0,0296

Vertical

219

Vertical

90,2

2,46

0,0398

Fake

166

Oblique

67,4

1,84

0,0258

694

/

86,6

2,93

0,107

Vertical

186

Vertical

96,2

2,62

0,04

Fake

149

Oblique

90

2,46

0,0268

Flight’s
Tag

FGG

D5

12-04-19

FGG

D6

18-10-19

BF

D7

24-10-19

FGG

Coverage
area
(km2)

Number
of
targets
10

15
3

18

9
20
8

Table 3-1 – Short description of the data

In order to perform the georeferencing of the final model, the actual position of some control
points was measured.
Different kinds of targets for signalizing the ground control points have been used in the
surveys. The BF adopted mainly chess-like black and white aerial targets (a), the only
exception was for a marker in their second survey (D6) for which a cross was painted (d) on
a rock. The FGG instead adopted two kinds of target: black circle on white frame (b) for
those points on a horizontal plane and a yellow circle (c) for those points on a vertical plane
(usually a rock wall or a tree). Also in this case, a green cross was painted on a block as a
target.
The actual measurements of the position of the targets were performed according to different
geodetic methods.
The methodology adopted by BF is unknown, but the coordinates available come with a
level of accuracy between 1,5 and 4 cm both in horizontal and vertical direction.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3-1 – Targets used in the surveys
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The FGG adopted at first the methodology of RTK (Real-Time Kinematics) GNSS (Global
navigation Satellite System) with an achieved accuracy of 0.04/0.08: due to problems with
the GNSS signal some measurements came with a great error, so this method revealed to be
not the optimum one. Later a combination of tacheometry and GNSS, with an accuracy in a
rank of 2-3 cm, was adopted. Some of the instruments adopted in the survey of October 24th
(D7) can be seen in Figures 3-4 (a)-(c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3-2 – Instruments for the topographic survey of October 24th (D7): (a) prism target on a tripod, (b) detail of
the prism target, (c) total station on a tripod.

The number and the distribution of the target changed between the surveys. The main limit
is instability of the slope and its accessibility. Some targets were placed out of the body of
the rockslide: at the top, at the bottom, and some on the sides of the main body, thanks to the
presence of a road that used to go through the slope before being covered by the debris flow.
Every target used for each survey is shown in the following figures (Figures 3-6). Not all of
them were used as GCP (Ground Control Points) or CP (Check Point) because sometimes
the difference between the estimated position and the input coordinates was too big
(probably due to some errors in the acquisition of the spatial datum) or the number of
projections (how many times the target appears into the images) were lower than 2.
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Figure 3-5 – Targets adopted during the photogrammetric surveys.
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4. Data processing
Photogrammetry is a discipline that allow to build a 3D model of an object or the terrain
starting from the acquisition of many images from different points of view. A valid
reconstruction of a geometry, in terms of dimension and shape, depends on the accurate
estimation of the interior and exterior orientation of the cameras: they define the actual inside
geometry of the camera and its position and rotation for every photo taken.
In order to perform such procedure, the software Agisoft Metashape Pro (version 1.5) has
been used. It uses a Structure from Motion (SfM) that allows the matching of the features of
many images in order to reconstruct the camera motion and the geometry of a 3D scene. This
process, after some elaborations, lead to a georeferenced dense point cloud that can later be
imported into the software CloudCompare (version 2.6.1) for multi-temporal change
detection by meaning of point cloud comparison.
The general workflow adopted follows these steps:
1. Import and alignment of the images
2. Input of GCP coordinates
3. Cleaning sparse point cloud by gradual selection

Agisoft Metashape

4. Optimization of the georeferencing
5. Building of dense point cloud
6. Classification
7. Noise filtering
8. Registration

Cloud Compare

9. Estimation of cloud-to-cloud distance
10. Calculation of volume changes
These procedures were carried out with the following system configuration (Table 4-1).
Processor
RAM
System type
Graphic Card

Intel® Core™ i7-9700 CPU @ 3.00GHz 3.00GHz
64 GB
64-bit Operating System, x64-based processor
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660
Table 4-1 – System configuration.
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4.1.

Import and alignment of the images

The first step was to load the photos into the software. In case of multiple flights in a single
survey, multiple sets of photos were available: these were loaded in different chunks in order
to have one single project for every flight.
In order to obtain a first three-dimensional reconstruction of the area, the photos must be
aligned. The software looks for characteristic points in every image, the so-called Key
Points, and tries to match them in order to define the Tie Points. A limit for both key points
and ties points, can be defined by the operator according to his necessities: in this case the
default parameters was adopted (respectively 4’000 and 30’000).

Figure 4-1 Example of image-matching of feature points: the blue lines stand for a valid matching, the
purple one stand for an invalid matching.

During this process, the collinearity equations are solved and the camera motion is
reconstructed by the estimation the camera locations. The accuracy of this process can be
defined by the operator: medium, low and lowest setting cause image downscaling
respectively by a factor of 4, 16 and 64; the highest accuracy setting, instead, upscales the
images by a factor of 4 allowing a better estimation of the tie points location. Since this
choice strongly affects the time of the processing, the default high accuracy setting was
adopted and the software worked with the original size of the images (Agisoft Metashape
user manual [2]).
The images come along with the camera position and rotation measured by the drone itself
in a WGS84 (EPSG 4326) coordinate system, so they were used to perform a preliminary
pair selection of the photos. It is also possible to perform a generic preselection of the
overlapping photos by matching them using lower accuracy setting first. In order to reduce
the time of processing, both reference and generic preselection were performed.
At this point, a sparse cloud of points is generated. The results of the alignment can be seen
Figure 4-2 (a)-(g). (Must be noted that the shown result come from merging the different
chunks for every survey and this step is based on the markers that will be introduced only in
the following steps). Most of the points, excluding the model D2, occur on more than 9
photos.
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D1

D2 - River

D2 - Slope

D3

D4
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D6

D7

Figure 4-2 - Camera location and overlap of the images

4.2.

Input of GCP coordinates

A three-dimensional model generated by aerial images by using an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) can be used to perform accurate measurements only if it is properly
registered in a specific coordinate system. In this way, the model can be easily loaded in
geoviewers and geographic informative systems (GIS). There are two basic approaches to
perform the georeferencing of the model: direct and indirect. The direct method is based on
the presence of sensors that measures position (easting, northing and altitude) and orientation
(yaw, pitch and roll) of the camera for every image (Reese et al. []). In this case, both the
drones have a GPS (Global Positioning System) and GLONASS (GLObal NAvigation
Satellite System) sensor installed. The indirect method is based on the access to the absolute
position of some points in the interested area, with a level of accuracy accordingly to
methodology adopted for the topographic survey. These points are called Ground Control
Points (GCP), usually signalized with targets, and they can be introduced by inserting
markers over the set of images: each marker is associated with one target visible and
recognizable in a subset of images. The first solution is the cheaper and the less timeconsuming, but it is very sensible to interference and it can be affected by vehicle
malfunction or construction errors, so the estimated parameters may come with great
uncertainties (Zhu et al. []). More accurate results can be achieved by meaning of the indirect
georeferencing, even if it’s an expensive and time-consuming method. In addition to the time
required for the geodetic survey, the right positioning of each marker is not immediate and
it may require a critical judgment from the operator. After adding a marker in a single photo
were the target is visible, Agisoft Metashape is able to automatically recognize its projection
in the other photos but this process isn’t always precise, leading to different problem that
requires the manual intervention:
•
•

the projected marker can be far away from the actual target;
even if the target is present, it can be not visible: it could be covered by the vegetation,
abundant on the perimeter of the area of study were the target were placed, or it could
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•

•

be overexposed due to the sunlight accordingly to weather condition, time of the day
and spatial orientation of the target itself;
low resolution of the target due to the distance of the camera: photographs taken over
the middle portion of the area could contain the targets place at the bottom because of
the steep inclination of the slope;
perspective deformation of the target: this makes difficult recognizing the center of the
target and this happen in most cases with the yellow circle targets that were placed on a
sub-vertical or vertical surface (rock-wall or a tree).

If at first a number of projected markers in a range of 20-200 was found, after checking every
singular photo it has been reduced to a number in the range of 5-30. The remaining markers
were correctly placed in order to reduce the reprojection error in term of pixels, defined by
the user manual [2] as “the distance between the point on the image where a reconstructed
3D point can be projected and the original projection of that 3D point detected on the photo
and used as a basis for the 3D point reconstruction procedure.” In particular, for each
marker the error (pix) is equal to the root mean square reprojection error calculated over all
the valid tie points recognized in the images. The goal was to obtain a reprojection error
lower than 0.5-0.6 pixels.
The points coordinates in terms of northing, easting and altitude in coordinate system of
Slovenia 1996/Slovene National Grid (EPSG::3794) were then imported after correctly
naming the label of each target: differently from a direct method of georeferencing, using
GCPs requires a proper labeling of the measurements and an accurate scheme of the spatial
distribution of the targets. The data from BF came with a value of accuracy for each GCP;
the data from FGG didn’t have any accuracy value and at this stage the default value of 0.005
m was applied. The later definition of this parameter is discussed in the chapter 4.4
Optimizing georeferencing.
By this process, the model is transformed by estimating 7 parameters (3 for translation, 3 for
rotation and 1 for scaling) in order to obtain a valid reconstruction of the terrain, every point
of which is associated to three spatial coordinates in a known reference system. This can
also help to compensate the eventual linear errors in the first alignment of the cameras. Since
the overlapping of the images and the shape of the terrain could lead also to non-linear
deformation of the model, the camera alignment must be optimized. This is performed by
the software thanks to an algorithm that minimizes the sum of reference coordinate
misalignment error and reprojection error while adjusting the estimated point coordinates
and the camera parameters. The operator can choose which camera parameter change in the
optimization between:
•
•
•
•
•

f: focal length;
cx, cy: coordinates of the principal point;
b1, b2: affinity and skew transformation coefficients;
k1, k2, k3, k4: radial distortion coefficients;
p1, p2, p3, p4: tangential distortion coefficients.
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At this stage, the default options (f, cx, cy, k1, k2, k3, p1, p2) were good enough to appreciate
a strong correction of camera alignment.
Some markers showed greater value of error, indicating a possible outlier in the
measurements. Before eventually remove these markers, the cleaning of the point cloud was
performed in order to obtain better result from optimizing the cameras parameters in the
following steps since this process is affected by the presence of mislocated points.

4.3.

Cleaning the sparse point cloud by gradual selection

A Structure form Motion software allows to build a 3D model from a series of images by
finding feature points in every image and simultaneously estimating the internal and external
camera parameters. This process can lead to both linear and non-linear errors in the
reprojection of the terrain into the virtual environment. Georeferencing the model by
introducing the measured spatial coordinates of GCps could compensate the linear error, but
in order to correct the non-linear errors the optimization of camera parameters must be
performed. This is a useful and powerful tool since it strongly affects the final result of the
georeferencing. It is used every time after changing the GCPs in order to look for a possible
outlier or selecting the proper set of CPs to verify the quality of the georeferencing. This is
the reason why the sparse point cloud must be edited: the estimation of camera parameters
and the quality of the reprojection depends on the presence of mislocated points.
The selection of the points to remove is performed by setting a threshold for each of these
parameters:
• Reprojection error: it indicates a poor localization accuracy of corresponding point
projections in the phase of point matching;
• Reconstruction uncertainty: it indicates a strong deviation from the object surface,
so it’s correlated to the noise in the point cloud (should not affect the accuracy of the
optimization, but useful for a better visual appearance of the cloud);
• Image count: it indicates the number of photos in which every point is visible, it’s
directly proportional to location accuracy;
• Projection accuracy: it indicates the accuracy in localizing the projections of the
points due to their size.
In order to find the best way to perform such selection, different approaches were considered
in order to obtain a good reconstruction of the 3D model without losing too many points.
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The approaches adopted and compared are:
•

•

•

•

CLEAN 0: this method is the simplest and it has based on an application in
archeological and cultural heritage studies by Dr. Heinrich Mallison [20]. A value of
80-90% of the maximum reprojection error was set as a threshold: points with greater
error were removed. In case of reconstruction uncertainty and projection error, a
threshold of 10 was set. After the removal of the points ended, the optimization of the
cameras has been run with the default parameters selected. Due to the different kind of
field of application, new approaches were tested.
CLEAN 1A: this method introduced the principle of setting the threshold value in order
to obtain the selection of 5-10% of the points of the sparse cloud, since the previous
approached sometimes led to a very small or very large selection of points. The
sequence of the parameters adopted in the gradual selection and the default options in
optimizing the cameras were kept unchanged.
CLEAN 1B: this approach mixes the methods CLEAN 1A and CLEAN 2. The order of
the parameters used in the gradual selection and the 5-10% threshold principle were
kept unchanged. After removing the selected points, the camera parameters were
optimized each time: in case of reconstruction uncertainty and projection accuracy, all
the parameters of the camera were considered.
CLEAN 2: this method is based on the introductory training class in Unmanned Aircraft
Systems Data Post-Processing proposed by United States Geological Survey (USGS)
[32], the sole science agency for the Department of the Interior of the United States of
America. This is the most complex method adopted, but it finds its application in the
reconstruction of a terrain model from aerial surveys so it closer to this study. The
sequence of the parameters used in the gradual selection changed and after removing
the selected points the optimization of cameras was perform selecting all the camera
parameters for the selections based on the projection accuracy and reprojection error.
The selections based on the reconstruction uncertainty and projection accuracy were run
twice. Also in this case the 5-10% threshold principle was adopted.

The image count wasn’t considered in any of the methods and for any of the data sets, since
setting a threshold number immediately lower then given value (3) would have selected a very
large number of points, close to 50%. This process would have removed those points that are
present only in 2 images but in these cases it would have strongly affected the characterization
of the slope and the quality of the final model.
The parameters adopted for each data set is shown in Table 4-2.
In order to reduce the time of the cleaning process, for every survey the sparse point cloud
generated from the different flights were merged into one single point cloud. This step was
performed based on the position of the markers. A previous alignment of the models wasn’t
performed since the presence of the vegetation and holes in the model due to the complex
geomorphology of the site would have led to bad results. Merging the point clouds wasn’t
accurate in one particular case, as it can be seen in the 5th chapter about the comparison of
the models.
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D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

Reprojection Error

1.2

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

5

0.5

Reconstruction Uncertainty

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Projection Accuracy

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

default

default

default

default

default

default

default

Reprojection Error

1

0.25

0.25

0.255

0.325

0.8

0.32

Reconstruction Uncertainty

40

11

10.3

18

18.5

70

21.5

Projection Accuracy

7

10

9

9

4.5

6

5

default

default

default

default

default

default

default

1

0.25

0.25

0.255

0.325

0.8

0.345

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

40

11

10.3

18

18.5

70

21.5

default

default

default

default

default

default

default

CLEAN 0

Optimize Cameras
CLEAN 1A

Optimize Cameras
CLEAN 1B
Reprojection Error
Optimize Cameras
Reconstruction Uncertainty
Optimize Cameras
Projection Accuracy
Optimize Cameras

7

10

9

9

4.5

6

5

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

40

11

10.2

17.5

18

70

21

default

default

default

default

default

default

default

25

9.5

9.1

13.7

14.5

40

17

default

default

default

default

default

default

default

6

10

8.7

9

4.5

5.5

5

CLEAN 2
Reconstruction Uncertainty
Optimize Cameras
Reconstruction Uncertainty
Optimize Cameras
Projection Accuracy
Optimize Cameras
Projection Accuracy
Optimize Cameras
Reprojection Error
Optimize Cameras

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

4.5

7

6.3

6.7

3.25

4

3.6

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

0.95

0.3

0.265

0.27

0.31

3.3

0.33

all

all

all

all

all

all

all

Table 4-2 – Parameters adopted to clean the sparse point cloud for each data set

The comparison of the results obtained from the several approaches took into account the
reprojection error, RMS and maximum values, both in terms of tie point scale and pixel.
Also the mean key point size, defined as the mean tie point scale averaged across all
projections (Agisoft Metashape user manual [2]), was considered. This data is shown and
compared in the following table (Table 4-3).
Since low values of both reprojection error and mean key point size stand for a better quality
of the model, the approach that led to a greater reduction of this parameters was considered
to be better choice in terms of cleaning method of the sparse point cloud. For the data from
BF (D1, D6) the CLEAN 1A was considered valid; for the data coming from FGG (D2, D3,
D4, D5, D7) the best results were given by the CLEAN 2 method.
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D1

clean0

clean1a

clean1b

clean2

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

RMS reprojection error

0.44859

1.49203

0.450383

1.44628

0.394557

1.28254

0.316235

1.04709

0.345499

0.967063

Max reprojection error

1.50529

50.9722

1.80856

14.7282

1.26058

8.2594

4.83173

16.2439

1.92515

9.76729

Mean key point size

4.02243

3.65893

3.45326

3.45319

2.8431

RMS reprojection error

0%

-3%

-12%

-14%

-30%

-30%

-23%

-35%

Max reprojection error

20%

-71%

-16%

-84%

221%

-68%

28%

-81%

Mean key point size

-9%

D2

-14%

clean0

-14%

clean1a

-29%

clean1b

clean2

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

RMS reprojection error

0.121534

0.76145

0.125446

0.557289

0.102436

0.477515

0.100674

0.472023

0.104084

0.429249

Max reprojection error

0.474765

33.3762

0.436036

5.37238

0.335167

3.17903

0.41585

3.22726

0.30577

2.54935

Mean key point size

5.62266

4.42394

4.51222

4.5122

4.01009

RMS reprojection error

3%

-27%

-16%

-37%

-17%

-38%

-14%

-44%

Max reprojection error

-8%

-84%

-29%

-90%

-12%

-90%

-36%

-92%

Mean key point size

-21%

D3

-20%

clean0

-20%

clean1a

-29%

clean1b

clean2

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

RMS reprojection error

0.123945

0.65461

0.12503

0.508526

0.101787

0.425389

0.0996336

0.41884

0.107111

0.396414

Max reprojection error

0.537403

26.0588

0.479366

4.7877

0.328713

3.27419

0.592368

3.3158

0.354254

2.54416

Mean key point size

4.95319

4.16512

4.15259

4.15266

3.70377

RMS reprojection error

1%

-22%

-18%

-35%

-20%

-36%

-14%

-39%

Max reprojection error

-11%

-82%

-39%

-87%

10%

-87%

-34%

-90%

Mean key point size
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D4

clean0

(tie point scale)

(pix)

RMS reprojection error

0.124162

Max reprojection error

0.539106

Mean key point size

clean1a

clean1b

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

0.808838

0.13174

0.633322

0.102442

32.3113

0.588701

8.29625

0.346144

5.69145

4.75683

clean2

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

0.473464

0.1006

0.467098

0.106869

0.447122

4.33882

0.483638

4.34716

0.353523

3.04953

4.56778

4.56777

4.16676

RMS reprojection error

6%

-22%

-17%

-41%

-19%

-42%

-14%

-45%

Max reprojection error

9%

-74%

-36%

-87%

-10%

-87%

-34%

-91%

Mean key point size

-16%

D5

-20%

clean0

-20%

clean1a

-27%

clean1b

clean2

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

RMS reprojection error

0.146435

0.532743

0.151065

0.435068

0.132294

0.329517

0.127905

0.318857

0.128908

0.300076

Max reprojection error

0.519732

35.5832

0.479438

6.96117

0.401905

2.70325

0.768145

2.68248

0.403576

1.87511

Mean key point size

3.12561

2.87559

2.47334

2.47332

2.30816

RMS reprojection error

3%

-18%

-10%

-38%

-13%

-40%

-12%

-44%

Max reprojection error

-8%

-80%

-23%

-92%

48%

-92%

-22%

-95%

Mean key point size

-8%

D6

-21%

clean0

-21%

clean1a

-26%

clean1b

clean2

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

RMS reprojection error

0.364538

1.36823

0.405166

1.33715

0.308828

0.951532

0.259039

0.79793

0.368258

0.903112

Max reprojection error

5.35579

67.7545

1.72737

23.425

1.47643

11.1005

2.66074

11.2926

3.78682

8.77023

Mean key point size

3.98072

3.65581

3.05137

3.05127

2.47855

RMS reprojection error

11%

-2%

-15%

-30%

-29%

-42%

1%

-34%

Max reprojection error

-68%

-65%

-72%

-84%

-50%

-83%

-29%

-87%

Mean key point size
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D7

clean0

clean1a

clean1b

clean2

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

(tie point scale)

(pix)

RMS reprojection error

0.155897

0.589161

0.170187

0.519024

0.13264

0.346078

0.134819

0.352004

0.135894

0.324231

Max reprojection error

0.699571

33.6914

0.638383

7.55654

0.67629

3.29102

0.973598

3.10915

0.7975

2.87678

Mean key point size

3.29504

2.96231

2.5762

2.5748

2.35985

RMS reprojection error

9%

-12%

-15%

-41%

-14%

-40%

-23%

-45%

Max reprojection error

-9%

-78%

-3%

-90%

39%

-91%

28%

-91%

Mean key point size

-10%

-22%

-22%

Table 4-3 – Values of reprojection error, RMS and maximum values, both in terms of tie point scale and pixel and values of mean key point size in pixels
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4.4.

Optimization of the georeferencing

The construction of a 3D model by meaning of SfM photogrammetry representing the actual
shape and size of an object, in this case a slope characterized by a rock mass and some debris
deposits, requires the definition of both interior and exterior parameters of the cameras. A
SfM software allows a preliminary definition of those features staring from the information
that comes with the images. A better definition of the position and rotation of the camera at
the time when every image was taken can be defined by introducing several Ground Control
Points (GCPs) in order to perform an indirect georeferencing of the model. This process
performs a transformation of the point cloud in terms of translation, rotation and scaling with
the purpose to better fit the input coordinates of the GCPs with the estimated position of the
associated targets present in the model. However, in Metashape introducing some GCPs
allow also to constrain the bundle block adjustment, as suggested by Benassi et al. [4] The
amount and the spatial distribution of GCPs affect the quality of the final registration: the
minimum request is having at least three non-collinear points. A good distribution over the
entire area of study allows to prevent a rotation of the point cloud around the GCP and an
incorrect size definition of the model. A great amount of GCPs grantees a more rigid
registration of the model but they require also a greater number of resources, in terms of cost
and time. Both these conditions are then affected by the accessibility of the site: the area
could be so impervious to not to guarantee a safe path to all the regions of the site; the
presence of obstacles such as the vegetation could also affect the visibility of the targets.
Taking into account all these considerations, even in the best scenario the quality of the
georeferencing and so the validity of the 3D terrain reconstruction is dependent to the
accuracy of the position measurement of the target on site. This is performed by a geotopographic survey that could be carried out by different methods, involving different
technologies, different instruments and different operations. Such procedure isn’t perfect: it
is affected by gross errors that can be avoided by performing redundant measurements,
systematic errors that follow a certain pattern and random errors that may cause small
unavoidable fluctuations in the registration of the data. This could lead to the presence of
some outliers or measurements so inaccurate to significantly reduce the quality of the
registration. So, at this stage, thanks to a preliminary georeferencing of the models an
estimation of the error in the reprojection was possible. In order to minimize the total error
averaged over all the GCP or at least having a value lower than 10 cm, the projection of
some markers was removed and their coordinates weren’t considered in the georeferencing
process. The final GCPs adopted for each model are listed in the Appendix B (Figure B-1)
and shown in Figure 4-3: the shown values of error, in case of the data from FGG, refer to a
value of accuracy set by the user and defined as it will be discussed in the following
paragraphs.
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D1

D2 slope

D2 river

D3

D4

D5
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D6

D7

Figure 4-3 – Spatial distribution of the GCP adopted in the the georeferencing process and the error in meters
along the easting (x), northing (y) and altitude (z) direction is shown for every marker; in case of the data from
FGG (D2, D3, D4, D5, D7) the shown errors refer to a level of accuracy set by the user.

The values of northing, easting and altitude for each remaining GCP are not precise but they
come with a level of uncertainty.
For the data from BF, the level of accuracy for each GCP is given: it goes from 0.018 to
0.038 m, with a mean value of 0.024 m, for the first survey (D1) if one GCP with an accuracy
of 5 m is not considered; it goes from 0.011 m to 0.032 m, with a mean value of 0.02 m, for
the second survey (D6). Although the surveying method has not been shared.
For the data from FGG, instead, a value of accuracy is not defined. For this reason, a simple
method which reliability is yet to be demonstrated has been adopted to find a reasonable
value. The first survey (D2) was carried out by RTK GNSS and its expected accuracy was
around 0.04 m in the horizontal direction and 0.08 m in the vertical direction; due to a low
intensity of the signal that led to unprecise measurements in some portion of the site, the
methodology changed for the following surveys and a combination of GNSS and tachometry
was adopted, achieving an accuracy in the rank of 0.02 in the horizontal direction and 0.04
m in the vertical direction.
This estimated values of accuracy were tested in order to verify if they were low enough to
guarantee a short difference in the reprojection error of the same marker used as GCP and
and then as CP: a big difference would have highlighted a non-homogeneous distribution of
the error in the registration of the model, due to an over-estimated level of accuracy that
would have forced the fitting of the model in some portion of the point cloud. In order to
observe such behavior, the following method has been adopted. Three different values of
accuracy were considered: 0.005 m (the default parameter), 0.01 m and 0.02/0.04 m
(0.04/0.08 m for D2). For each marker, for a given accuracy, the reprojection error as GCP
was compared to the value as CP, both before and after optimizing the cameras in order to
check any significant change. The optimization of the camera led to very different values
and no useful pattern was recognized while changing the accuracy: the results are shown in
Appendix A. The comparison between the error as GCP and as CP is shown in the following
graphs (Figure 4-4): the results show how high level of accuracy lead to a greater difference
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between the estimated position of the few marker and their actual coordinates, as highlighted
by the pikes; lower accuracy, so a wider level of confidence, instead reduced such differences
and guaranteed a more flat distribution indicating an homogenous distribution over all the
markers of the uncertainty of the terrain reconstruction.
At the end, the proposed accuracies of the measurements satisfied the expectations since all
the differences were lower than 1 mm. Even if in one case (D4) this condition was verified
with a value of 0.01 m, it is considered to be more conservative not to over-estimate the
accuracy.
The same test was adopted to check the accuracy given by BF: a flat distribution was
recognized for high levels of confidence, around 0.10 m, that would have increased the
reprojection error and reduce the quality of the reconstruction. Not knowing the surveying
method adopted it’s difficult to judge the reliability of the data, so in order to not underestimated too much the accuracy the given values were considered in the elaboration. It must
be noticed that in these cases, (D1, D6) the distribution and amount of GCPs, if related to
the scale of the model, are good enough to compensate the tilt and distortion of the model.
Also, the quality of the images could have affected the quality of the projection.
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Figure 4-4 – Distribution of the difference between the reprojection error of each marker considered as GCP and
then as CP.
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4.5.

Building of dense point cloud

Now, the point clouds are ready to be used for building a dense point cloud with far more
information. Bemis Metashape elaborates a depth map for every image starting from the
estimated camera locations. This means that after this process no camera optimization can
be run without losing the dense cloud, so the reference system must be defined and properly
optimized. The camera positions were estimated considering all the valid markers as GCP,
for several reason:
•
•
•

low number of markers available if compared to the scale of the site of interest;
poor distribution of the markers due to the reduced accessibility of the slope;
complexity of the geomorphology (niches, isolated blocks, rock-walls oriented in
different directions) that could easily lead to a poor reconstruction and a distortion
of the model.

This process is carried out after the selection of some reconstruction parameters set by the
user:
•

•

•

•

Quality: it goes from lowest to ultrahigh, accordingly to the same principle adopted
in the accuracy of the photo alignment previously discussed; since these parameter
strongly affect the time of processing and the amount of point of the cloud, the quality
was set as medium in order to reduce the time of elaboration and guarantee an easier
manipulation of the point cloud the Cloud Compare environment. The processing
time for each project was around 30-40 minutes.
Depth filtering modes: it allows the user to set which algorithm use in order to avoid
outliers in the point cloud due to noisy or badly focused images and the decision is
between mild, aggressive and disabled. Even if aggressive filtering algorithm is
suggested for aerial photographs, applied to our models it led to the removal of some
spots over the slope and its contribution in removing the noise due to the vegetation
wasn’t significant. So the mild algorithm was adopted to better reconstruct the
geometry of the terrain and the noisy areas would have been later removed manually.
Calculate point colors: it allows the user to decide whether obtain a colored or a
grey dense point cloud. This option was abled since the color of the point would have
helped in the following process of points classification.
Reuse depth maps: it gives the opportunity to reuse depth maps available in the
chunk.

Before building the dense point cloud, a verification of the accuracy of the model
reconstruction was carried out by selecting few CPs among the valid markers. Due to a low
number of GCPs available and a limited distribution of those, very few markers were used
as CP. This means that the reprojection error of CPs, listed in the Appendix B (Figure B-2)
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and shown in Figure 4-5, are not very representative of the overall quality of the model but
they give a local information of the obtained results.
D1

D2 river

D4

D2 slope

D3

D5
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D7

D6

Figure 4-5 - Spatial distribution of the GCPs and CPs adopted for checking the accuracy of the generated model;
the error in meters along the easting (x), northing (y) and altitude (z) direction is shown for every marker.

4.6.

Classification

The Digital Surface Model (DSM) is the representation of the surface of the earth
considering the presence of all the natural and artificial objects, such as vegetation,
buildings, roads, etc. The Digital Terrain Model (DTM), instead, is the representation of
surface of the ground without any artificial object and without any vegetation; this mean that
DTM comes after the elaboration of a DSM from which non-ground point are identified and
assigned to a class that regroups the point of a particular category of objects (cars, buildings,
high vegetation, roads, etc.). A simplified scheme is shown in Figure 4-6.

Figure 4-6 – Schematic difference between the Digital Surface Model (DSM) and the Digital Terrain Model
(DTM). (Figure from Meza et al. [21])

Figure 4-7shows how DSM and DTM can be very different especially in urban areas.
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Figure 4-7 – Difference between the DSM and the DTM in an urban area. (Figure from https://3dmetrica.it/dtmdsm-dem/)

The classification of point cloud with the purpose of obtaining a DTM can be often a critical
operation, especially in natural and complex landscape where we can find a dense forest of
high vegetation and a diversified geomorphology. The manual selection of the points for
every class can be the most reliable method but certainly the most time-consuming
accordingly to the scale of the model. In the last 20 years, many algorithms were studied to
automatize this process and literature is rich of studies that compare their results and
highlight their limits. There are four main categories of approach in order to perform such a
classification and they differ for the assumed structure of the ground points:
1. progressive densification filters starting from seeds (for example the detection of the
lowest point);
2. surface-based filters that progressively remove the points that don’t fit the surface
model;
3. morphological filters;
4. segmentation and clustering-based filters that work in homogenous portions of the
model rather than on every single point.
Studies carried out by Sithole et al. [29] on the application of different filtering algorithms
on rural landscapes, urban areas and rough terrain with vegetation revealed that filters that
estimate local surfaces are found to perform best. For this reason, it was worth it to try
different solutions applying the algorithms that come with Agisoft Metashape and
CloudCompare.
In the first case, the Classify Ground Points algorithm was used. The software was able to
perform an automatic classification of ground points following these steps:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

the dense point cloud is dived into cells of a certain size, which is defined by the user
accordingly to the size of the largest area that doesn’t contain any ground point;
in each cell, the lowest point is detected;
a first approximation of the surface model is carried out by the triangulation of the
lowest points;
each point of the cloud is tested to satisfy two conditions:
a) it must lie within a certain a maximum distance from the terrain model defined
by the user accordingly to the maximum variation of the ground elevation;
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b) the angle between the terrain model and the line that connect the point and with
a ground point must be lower than a maximum angle defined by the user
accordingly to the presence of steep slopes.
Difference tests were performed changing the cell size, the max distance and the max angle
but none of those led to good results: in every case many portions of the slope were not
classified as ground and in some cases portion of the vegetation were misclassified, causing
a necessary intervention of the user to perform a long and precise manual classification.
Given such results, some tests were carried out by using Cloth Simulation (CS) filter, thanks
to the plug-in integrated in the last version of CloudCompare. The details of the algorithm
and the definition of the parameters that the user can manipulate are better described by
Zhang et al. [36]. The main steps, illustrated in Figure 4-8, are:
I. the point cloud is inverted and a cloth is place above it;
II. each particle of the cloth moves accordingly the influence of gravity;
III. the particles now under the ground are moved close to the ground and set as
unmovable;
IV. the other particles move under the influence of the internal forces produced by
neighbor particles accordingly to their distance and the stiffness of the cloth set by the
user.
The parameters that would set the simulation process were changed in order to find out the
best result. The main problem was to let the cloth adapt to the asperities and niches of the
rock mass: every test left out some portion of the terrain and none of the parameters
configuration led to a good representation of the entire slope.

Figure 4-8 – Main steps of the Cloth Simulation filter. (Figure from Zhang et al. [36])

The many difficulties in finding the best automatic classification of the ground point by using
both the presented methods made inevitable the manual intervention of the operator. In order
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to facilitate this task, a first preliminary classification was performed by using a simplified
method. A multi-class classification has been run in Agisoft Metashape and thanks the
machine learning techniques an automatic classification of the point cloud in different
classes (ground, high vegetation, building, car and man-made) was possible. The absence of
artificial elements on site allowed to select only two output classes (ground and high
vegetation), allowing to speed up the process. Since only the ground points were the matter
of interest, the same classes were adopted in classifying the riverbanks and the artificial
objects from the data D2. The other parameter that the user can change is the level of
confidence: it goes from 0 to 1 and high values means that the point which class cannot to
be reliably assigned would remain unclassified. For simplicity, it was set equal to 0. The
obtained results were not precise, but good enough to make easier and faster the manual
classification. This one was performed roughly in the vegetated areas, where an accurate
selection of the ground points would have led to a terrain full of holes. For this reason the
forests on the sides of the area of interest and the portion in the middle of the bottom area
were classified as high vegetation: the future comparison of the models will not show any
possible change detection in these areas. Isolated trees and bushes have been individually
selected and classified: avoiding the presence of some holes was not possible.
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5. Point Cloud Comparison
CloudCompare is an open source software originally designed to process and compare both
3D point clouds and triangular meshes. Its development began in 2003 and in the last years
it evolved into a more generic 3D data processing software, including different kind of
algorithms allowing to perform registration, noise filtering, point classification, normal
computation and many other functions.
After importing the dense point cloud into the software, the general workflow would be:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

5.1.

noise filtering;
alignment of the point clouds;
distance computation between the models;
volume change computation.

Noise filtering

The first step consists in removing no-useful and noisy points from every single point cloud.
Differently form the Gradual Selection in Agisoft Metashape already discussed,
CloudCompare allow to automatically remove some points considering the geometry of the
point cloud and the relative position and distance of each point. The following tools have
been used in order to obtain a clean point cloud with a homogeneous surface density:
•

•

•

Remove duplicate points: the software will remove those points that are closer than
the minimum distance set by the user; in this case, in order to reduce the number of
points and facilitate the manipulation of the cloud, was set a threshold of 1 cm.
Subsample: this tool allows to reduce the number of points accordingly to three
different methods, which are random, spatial and octree based. The spatial method
was adopted and the minimum space was set equal to 5 cm; this allowed the
generation of a second point cloud, that is a subset of the input one and which original
points were not displaced. The subsampled point cloud keeps all the features of its
source cloud as scalar fields, colors, normal, etc.
S.O.R filter/Noise filter: these tools are very similar, since for every point they both
remove points that exceed a certain distance from the plane fitting a certain number
of neighbors (kNN). The difference is that S.O.R. (Statistical Outlier Removal) filter
uses a constant number of neighbors defined by the user and removes the points
according to a relative error: the maximum distance is equal to the average distance
plus the standard deviation multiplied by a factor (nSigma) chosen by the user. Noise
filter, instead, allows the user to choose a constant radius that will define the number
of neighbors and the constant maximum distance from the fitting plane. At first, SOR
filter results were tested: a constant number of kNN of 100 and a nSigma of 1 were
able to remove most of the noisy points from the perimeter and the holes of the point
cloud. The only exception was the point cloud from data D1: the filtering process
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would affect the density of the overall model, so it wasn’t performed. A comparison
from the D2 data set is shown in Figure 5-1 as a significant example.
b

a

Figure 5-1 – Comparison of the result before (a) and after (b) using the SOR filter;

5.2.

Registration

The second step of the workflow consists in the alignment of the point clouds that are
supposed to be compared. A visual inspection of the point clouds is performed to verify the
quality of the automatic projection of the points into the the software environment: the only
unmovable artificial objects in the scene were the portions of two roads crossing the sides of
the middle section of the slope. In some cases, there was a good correspondence, in others a
vertical offset was visually clear. This distance was measured by using the tool Point
Picking, which allows to establish the distance and its projection in the three directions (x,
y, z) between two points. After detecting the Δz for multiple points of the roads, one of the
two point clouds was rigidly translated in the vertical direction of an average value of Δz.
Since the references for the registration of the point clouds were two areas along one
direction, this approached was adopted to perform a preliminary registration but it was not
considered good enough to judge the overall alignment of the models since it wasn’t possible
to verify an incorrect rotation of the model that would have affected a bad alignment at the
top and at the bottom of the slope.
In order to avoid a misestimation of the changes between two point clouds, an automatic fine
registration was performed. The software uses an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm that
allows to align two entities if the following assumption are granted: both point clouds must
be already roughly registered and both point clouds must represent the same object or at least
have the same shape on the overlapping parts. Given these conditions, the user can set
different parameters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Number of iterations/RMS difference
Final overlap
Adjust scale
Random sampling limit
rotation/Translation
Enable farthest point removal
Used displayed model/data scalar field as weights
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Some tests were performed changing the parameters but most of the results led to a worse
registration of the point clouds: the one selected as Data (movable) translated and rotated in
different direction far away from the one set as Model (unmovable). No optimum setting of
parameters was found to perform a finely registration. The main cause could be the presence
of great differences on large scales between the two point clouds.
As an alternative, in CloudCompare is possible to perform an alignment of two entities by
point pairs picking. The principle behind this procedure is selecting at least three equivalent
point pairs in both clouds. This requires a well distributed presence of recognizable points
all over the model. Ideally this function could be covered by the targets used during the
surveys but most of them are not in the DTM since they were placed close to vegetated (or
poorly reconstructed) areas or they are not recognizable in the scene.
Given the limits of the available algorithms to register the two point clouds that must be
compared, the preliminary registration was considered the best result.

5.3.

Estimation of cloud-to-cloud distance

CloudCompare is an independent open source project and its most common application is
the comparison of two entities, that could be two point clouds or one point cloud and a mesh.
Surface changes measurements usually are purchased by two different approaches:
a) computation of a displacement field by tracking of homologous parts of the surface,
usually applied to monitor landslides;
b) calculation of the distance between two model, usually applied when there aren’t
homologous parts in the scene.
The rock fall and the debris flow are instability phenomena usually not characterized by the
slow mobilization of a deformable mass. In the first case, one or more blocks detach from a
niche and they reach the valley or an obstacle in different ways, by rolling or jumping or a
combination of both; in the second case we have different blocks, already detached, with
similar or different sizes, and even if in some occasions a soil-like behavior can occur,
singular blocks can flow by their own. For this reason and accounting the total absence of
recognizable movable homologous parts, the distance computation approach was adopted.
In order to perform such procedure, the software uses different tools:
•

Cloud-to-Cloud comparison (C2C): it is a method based on the detection of the
closest point by a kind of Hausdorff algorithm that finds the nearest neighbor distance
or by computing the distance from a local model of the reference point cloud, defined
by the least-square best fitting plane going through the nearest point and its neighbor.
This procedure doesn’t allow to distinguish between negative and positive changes,
but it’s the simplest and fastest solution to observe the difference between two point
clouds. The final accuracy of the distance estimation is affected by the density of the
point clouds and the overlapping of the models: the reference point cloud extents
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should be wider than the compared ones in order to avoid virtually high distances on
the boundaries.

Figure 5-2 – Scheme of the principle of how C2C works. (Figure from CloudCompare user manual [6])

•

•

Cloud-to-Mesh comparison (C2M): the principle behind this method is close to the
previous one, but it involves a triangular mesh as a reference model. A mesh-to-mesh
comparison can also be performed and in this case the compared model would be
treated as a point cloud considering the vertices of the triangles. The accuracy of the
distance estimation, in the case, is strongly affected by the quality of the mesh, which
is not easy to build for point clouds with significant roughness or missing data due
to occlusion, as in this study.
Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2): this method was
proposed by Lague et al. [17] and the algorithm has been implemented in
CloudCompare. The procedure is performed by two main steps:
I.
surface normal estimation and orientation in a 3D environment accordingly
to a scale set by the user and consistent with the local surface roughness;
II. mean distance computation between the point clouds along the normal
direction with explicit calculation of local confidence interval; it is possible
to detect both positive and negative values.
The authors of this method demonstrated its ability to handle complex 3D geometries
(flat and vertical faces on the same scene) and to reduce the uncertainty caused by
the local roughness of the model.

Since the evaluation of the accuracy of the described cloud-to-cloud comparison methods is
not the purpose of this study, the decision was made considering previous comparative
studies applied in geoscience fields. The same Lague et al. 2013 [17] showed that M3C2
algorithm is more robust to changes in point density and point cloud noise, differently from
and C2C, and even if it could be accurate as C2M, it’s the only one to allow a local
confidence interval estimation; Nourbakhshbeidokhti et al. 2019 [25] tested these methods
applied to topographic changes estimation in channel sedimentation and M3C2 revealed to
be the most reliable to highlight the erosion and deposition rates from point cloud
comparisons, considering also the fact that this method doesn’t use interpolation which could
lead to some errors, especially in complex terrain.
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5.3.1. Description of M3C2 algorithm
The present methodology works directly on two point cloud: assuming that they correspond
to consecutive surveys, the first one is called reference point cloud and the second one
compared point cloud.
The first step is the calculation of surfaces normal in 3D using the reference point cloud, the
compared point cloud or averaging the normal direction of both. Geomorphic processes, as
rock instability, tend to depend on surface geometry so using the normals of the reference
point cloud, when this is obtained by the first survey, is recommended. But, since the
comparison results are more likely understandable when projected on the compared point
cloud (coming from the following survey) and the projection of the results don’t work
properly in some portion of the point cloud, reference and compared point cloud were
inverted and the normal were computed on the reference cloud. Must be notice that this
process will lead at first to distances of opposite sign that would require a proper editing.
Normal vectors are computed for each point by fitting a plane to the neighbors that are within
a radius of D/2 (Figure 5-3) and oriented accordingly to a preferred direction set by the user.
The parameter D is the normal scale and it is defined by the user accordingly to the local
roughness of the point cloud. In order to speed up the process without losing accuracy, the
normal estimation can be computed on the core points, a sub-sampled version of the original
point cloud: in this study the core points were subsampled with a minimum distance of 50
cm.
The second step is defining a cylinder of radius d/2, were d is the projection scale set by the
user, along the normal direction for each core point. A maximum length of the cylinder is
defined to speed up the process and a default value is given: in this particular case it was
considered valid. The intercept of each point cloud with the cylinder defines two subsets of
points, n1 and n2, which are then projected on the axis of the cylinder. Along this direction,
considering the core point as the origin, a distribution of the distances is given and the its
mean value for each point cloud, i1 and i2, represent an average position of the point clouds

Figure 5-3 – Scheme of the main steps of the M3C2 algorithm. (Figure from Lague et al. [17])

along the normal direction. The standard deviation of those distances distribution gives a
local estimation of the point cloud roughness, σ1 and σ2, useful parameters to define the
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local accuracy of the distance measurement. The computed distance, finally, is the difference
between i1 and i2 (Figure 5-3).
5.3.2. Definition of confidence interval
A very useful characteristic of the M3C2 algorithm is the estimation of the local distance
measurement accuracy, which allows to assess whether a detected change is statistically
significant or not. The confidence interval or level of detection is defined at a prescribed
confidence level of 95% and it is called LOD95% . This parameter is associated with each
measurement so it is spatially variable and it allows to locally combine the different sources
of uncertainties:
•

•

•

position uncertainty of point clouds: this causes some noise in the point cloud and it
depends on many factors as the technology adopted for the survey (Aerial Laser
Scanner, Lidar, aerial photogrammetry), the distance and incidence angle of data
acquisition and in some cases surface characteristics;
registration uncertainty between the points clouds: the quality of the georeferencing
process leads to systematic errors in the estimation of the coordinate systems of the
two point clouds and it can be anisotropic and not spatially uniform;
errors related to surface roughness: the occlusion of some portion of the model,
frequently happening in complex terrains, the position uncertainties related to the
technology adopted and the different position of the scanner/camera between the
survey cause always different sampling of the same scene; this will lead to a
systematically estimation of a small measurement, which should be addressed as
non-statistically significant.

So, LOD95% is analytically define as:
𝑳𝑶𝑫𝟗𝟓% (𝒅) = ±𝟏. 𝟗𝟔 (√

𝝈𝟏 (𝒅)𝟐 𝝈𝟐 (𝒅)𝟐
+
+ 𝒓𝒆𝒈)
𝒏𝟏
𝒏𝟐

(5.1)

where:
•
•
•

n1, n2: number of points of the two point clouds intercepted by the projection
cylinder, for natural data this equation is valid as long as these parameters are >4;
σ1, σ2: standard deviations computed on the distance distribution along the
normal direction of each core point;
reg: registration error assumed isotropic and spatially uniform.

It must be notice that the confidence level is a function of the projection scale d, so this
value it requires particular attention to be defined.
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5.3.3. Definition of the normal orientation and the optimal normal scale
In complex rough surfaces, the value of the normal scale D strongly affects the normal
orientation and consequently the possibility to detect an overestimated distance between the
two point clouds. Figure 5-4 shows how a normal scale (D1) similar to the local roughness
would detect very different normal directions, leading to an incorrect distance estimation; a
larger normal scale (D2) would be able to compute a more uniform normal orientation,
ignoring the effect the surface roughness. Notice that where the roughness is particularly
high and a large normal scale is adopted, the standard deviation (σ1(d)) increases leading to
a larger local confidence interval, meaning a less accurate distance estimation. On the other
hand, in order to detect large scale changes in surface orientation and to observe the possible
detachment or displacement of medium size blocks, the normal scale should not be too large.

Figure 5-4 – Scheme of a complex topography and consequences of different normal scales in distance
computation. (Figure from Lague et al. [17])

Under these circumstances, an optimal value of the normal scale D should be estimated. A
simple and empirical solution would be defining a range of scales, for example from 0,5 m
to 5 m with a 0,5 m step, and the local value of D would be the one ensuring a minimum of
10 points used in the normal estimation. This method would better adapt to the variety of
geometries into the scenes, avoiding the definition of one constant normal scale that may
overestimate the distance between the two point cloud or not-detect a significant change in
surface orientation.
The only problem comes with a restriction inside the M3C2 plug-in: the normal orientation
necessarily requires, in absence of the sensor position for the reference point cloud, the
definition of a preferred orientation among a restricted list of options: ±X, ±Y, ±Z, ±
Barycenter, ± (0,0,0). Since none of these options gave valid estimation normal orientation,
the normals were computed by using the tools inside CloudCompare. The most useful feature
was the possibility to adjust the orientation of the normals according to a Minimum Spanning
Tree method, which required the definition of a maximum number of neighbors: greater
values of kNN would have led to a more accurate normal orientation but it would require
more memory and more time to process. For this reason, in most cases the default value of
6 was considered valid; where the results were not satisfactory, kNN was increased up to 50.
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An explanatory comparison between the normals computed by the M3C2 algorithm,
according to the preferred orientation +Z, and the ones computed by the CloudCompare tool
and oriented with the Minimum Spanning method is showed in Figure 5-5.
However, this approached has its own limit: it allows to set only one value of the normal
scale D. The best solution revealed to be testing different values, from 0,5m to 15 m, in order
(a)

(b)

Figure 5-6 - Explanatory comparison between the normals computed by the M3C2 algorithm, according to the
preferred orientation +Z (a), and the ones computed by the CloudCompare tool and oriented with the Minimum
Spanning method (b), given a normal scale D=1 m.

to assess the proper surface roughness reconstruction. Greater values of the normal scale
would have led to a smoother surface, lower values would have detected small details of the
surface asperities. At the end, the best value in terms of processing time and proper surface
roughness restitution was 1 m. An explanatory comparison with other values is showed in
Figure 5-6.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-5 – Explanatory comparison between the normals computation with different scales: (a) D=0,5 m, (b)
D=1 m, (c) D=5 m; the point cloud comes from D7 data set.
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5.3.4. Definition of the optimal projection scale
The projection scale d is defined for each core points as the diameter of the cylinder which
axis is collinear with the normal orientation and its length is defined with the purpose of
intersecting both the reference and compared point cloud and to reduce the processing time.
The value of d strongly affects both the spatial resolution of distance computation and the
confidence interval: for greater values of the projection scale the spatial resolution of
measurements decreases while the capacity of detecting statistically significant change
increases. It follows that an optimal value of the projection scale must be found in order to
properly detect the changes between the point clouds without losing any significant
information.
The same authors of the M3C2 algorithm, Lague et al. [17], studied this question by
observing the relationship between d and LOD95% accordingly to different surface roughness
(flat cliff, cobbles, debris) and different point density (subsampled versions at 1, 4,5, 5 and

Figure 5-7 – Relationship between LOD95% and d in different kind of terrain. (Figure from Lague et al [17])
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10 cm). The proper estimation of level of detection, calculated with the equation (5.1)
according to the conditions better defined in the cited article [13], has been tested by paring
identical point clouds and results are shown in Figure 5-7.
This shows that for low values of d, 0,1-0,2 m, the estimated confidence interval in flat
surfaces is too short and it leads to the detection of changes that should not be statistically
significant. This happens for compared point clouds with both similar and different point
density. In case of rough surfaces, as cobbles and debris, increasing d over the value of 1 m
strongly increase the percentage of point detecting significant surface change. For point
clouds with different point density, this happens with values greater than 0,5 m.
The point clouds object of this study presents the following features: their point cloud density
is very similar since they all have been subsampled at 5 cm; they all present both flat and
rough surfaces at different scales. In conclusion, the optimal projection scale must be found
in a range that goes from 0,3 m and 2 m; three values, 0,5, 1 and 2 m, were tested and visually
compared (Figure 5-8).
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5-8 – Explanatory visual comparison between significant change detection according different values of
projection scale: (a) d=0,5 m, (b) d=1 m, (c) d=2 m.

Increasing the parameter d would have detected more homogenous and wider areas with
points detecting a significant change, but since the rock instability can be a small scale
phenomenon rather than occur on large scales and considering the effort done so fare to not
lose information about the surface roughness, the medium value of 1 m was chosen as the
final solution.
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5.3.5. Results of M3C2 distance estimation
The results of the comparison are shown in the following figures. They are associated to the
reference point cloud, which is the most recent between the two. The first model D1 has
been compared to the LiDAR data (Figure 5-9) coming from the Slovenian Environment
Agency, Agencija Republike Slovenije Za Okolje (ARSO) [12]. Positive values of distance
are indicated with warm colors (from yellow to red), negative values are indicated with cold
colors (from green to blue). The shown distance uncertainty is the level of confidence in
detecting the distance between the two point clouds.
The computed distances allow to observe how most of the loss of material occurs on rock
mass and it deposits over the debris in the middle and the bottom of the slope, reaching also
the riverbed along the valley.

Figure 5-9 – LiDAR data from Slovenian geodatabase acquired in 2004; spatial resolution of 1 m.
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Figure 5-10 – Comparison of D1 with LiDAR data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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Figure 5-11 - Comparison of D2 with D1 data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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Figure 5-12 - Comparison of D2 with LiDAR data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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Figure 5-13 - Comparison of D3 with D2 data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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Figure 5-14 - Comparison of D4 with D3 data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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Figure 5-15 - Comparison of D5 with D4 data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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Figure 5-16 - Comparison of D6 with D5 data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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Figure 5-17 - Comparison of D7 with D6 data: (a) significant change, (b) distance uncertainty and (c) estimated distance.
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5.4.

Calculation of volume changes

In literature different approaches to detect topographic volume changes by comparison of
two point cloud representing natural geomorphologies are adopted:
•

•

•

Wheaton et al. [34] and William [35] applied the Difference of DEMs (DoD) method
performed by comparing two horizontal grids in order to detect a vertical surface
variation, a typical application of this method is the study of erosion and sedimentation
in fluvial environments as riverbeds.
Guinau et al. [15] estimated a difference between two point clouds which points were
associated with a value of distance estimated thanks to the M3C2 algorithm. A triangular
mesh was then constructed and for each triangle the area was computed and a height,
according to the computed distances associated with the vertices, was assigned. By
multiplying these parameters they obtained a volume for face of the triangular mesh.
This particular method was adopted to observe volume changes in a natural rockslide
and an artificially triggered rockfall.
Stumpf et al. [30] combined the M3C2 distance computation with a grid comparison:
the method is based on the application of a plane fitting algorithm among the points of
defined clusters of the point cloud, allowing to adapt the orientation of the raster grid
locally to the surface. An interpolation process is then performed to assign a distance
measurement to each grid cell. The final volume is the sum of the volume associated to
each cell, given by the area of the cell multiplied for the associated distance.

Unfortunately, none of these solutions were possible to apply. The DOD would have led to
a great loss of information in a complex terrain where many vertical surfaces with different
orientation are present, as also discussed by Lague et al. [17]. The last two methods could
have been adopted, but both the step by step instructions and the software adopted were not
given.
Finally, a research in other field of study revealed a simplified methodology based on the
distance estimation by the M3C2 algorithm. Griffith and Thompson [14] studied the
application of laser scanning in quantifying the abrasion level on water-submerged human
bones and they proposed a simple analytical approach to apply on the raw data of the point
cloud. Two different cases are distinguished, according to the projection scale and point
density adopted in the distance estimation:
a) when inside the projection cylinder there is only one point of the reference point
cloud (n1=1), the volume equation is
𝒌

𝑽𝒐𝒍 = ∑[(𝑨 ∙ 𝑳𝑴𝟑𝑪𝟐,𝒊 ) ∙ 𝑵𝒑𝒕𝒔,𝒊 ]

(5.2)

𝒊=𝟏

where
• A is the base area of the cylinder;
• LM3C2,i is the median displacement value, defined for a range i of computed
distances;
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•

Npts, i is the number of core points that display a LM3C2 inside the range i;

So a volume is defined for every range of distances, and the final volume is obtained
by summing the volume of all the k ranges.
b) when inside the projection cylinder there are many points of the reference point
cloud (n1>1), the volume equation is
𝒌

𝑽𝒐𝒍 = ∑ [(𝑨 ∙ 𝑳𝑴𝟑𝑪𝟐,𝒊 ) ∙
𝒊=𝟏

𝑵𝒑𝒕𝒔,𝒊
]
𝒏𝟏

(5.3)

Dividing for n1 the actual recurrence of a cylinder with a distinct volume is assessed.
A schematic illustration is proposed in Figure 5-18.

Figure 5-18 – Scheme of the principle behind the methodology adopted to estimate volume changes starting from
M3C2 distances. (Figure from Griffith et al. [14])

An important condition of this method is that the cylinders must never cross each other; it
follows that:
I.
II.

given a point cloud made of only by the core point that display a LM3C2 , the cylinder
base must be define by a diameter equal to the spacing between the points;
considering the projection cylinder, so A=f(d), the distance between the core points
should be equal to d, forcing the resolution of the computation to adapt to the
roughness of the surface and vice versa.

In both cases, the intersection between the cylinders is not totally avoided: these simplified
methodology does not consider the surface roughness at any scale and the distances are
computed along different directions accordingly to the previously computed normals.
Another limit of this approach is not considering a planar distribution of points into the
proposed scheme and thus in the final solution: considering a grid of equidistant points,
tracing a circle around every point would not allow to cover the entire area leading finally
to an underestimation of the actual volume change. It follows the final volume estimation
comes with an unknown level of uncertainty.
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Taking into account all the considerations made so far, a modified simplified approach has
been adopted. Since the roughness of the surface and distance orientation have been already
considered while running the M3C2 algorithm, it has been imagined taking all the core points
with a significant change detection and giving them a planar distribution in order to have a
grid of equidistant points. The value of dp, point-to-point distance, is set as the maximum
distance defined for subsampling the core points from the reference point cloud (50 cm) in
order to reduce the incorrect estimation of the actual scene extension. To each point a
volume, given by multiplying the area of a grid cell (given by the square of dp) for the
associated LM3C2, has been assigned.
𝑉𝑖 = 𝑑𝑝2 ∙ 𝐿𝑀3𝐶2,𝑖

(5.4)

The cumulative results (Table 5-1), for both positive and negative values, representing
respectively an accumulation and a loss of volume, were then computed by running a script
in Matlab (Appendix C) since an ASCII file of the point cloud was possible to export from
CloudCompare.

D1
D2 SLOPE
D2 RIVER
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

Positive
20’393
522
27’570
6’401
12’338
2’977
30’524
2’702

VOLUME (m3)
Negative
13’218
19’746
7’162
10’425
13’953
5’138
19’554
5’310

Table 5-1 – Cumulative results for volume change estimation from each comparison.
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6. Results and discussion
UAV photogrammetry, combined with a Structure-from-Motion software as Agisoft
Metashape, revealed to be a powerful tool to obtain a good 3D reconstruction of the scene.
Multiple flights during the same photogrammetric survey, performed with different flying
altitude and different camera’s angle, allowed to reconstruct the complex geomorphology
of the slope. The occlusion of some portions, due to the abundant presence of high
vegetation or the abrupt variation of rock mass surface orientation was partially avoided.
It has been also possible to accurately build the geomorphology of the rock mass in the
upper part of the slope, avoiding occlusion of some portions that may occur using Aerial
Laser Scanning (ALS) or Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS). The quality of the model
reconstruction increased from survey to another: the complexity of the topography and the
many natural limits of the site did not allow to design immediately the best methodology
for the survey. Learning from previous experiences made possible to achieve better results
each time.
In particular a workflow was designed in order to process the different available data sets..
The images have been aligned using SfM, obtaining a first sparse point cloud registered in
a coordinates system based on the data acquired from the drones’ internal GPS sensor. In
order to perform reliable measurements, some ground control Points were introduced. The
accessibility of the site and the instability of the overall slope had consequences on the
amount and spatial distribution of GCPs into to scene. From 8 to 20 GCPs were used in
different surveys; most of them were placed along the perimeter of the interested area,
manly along the road that used to cross the middle portion of the slope and others into the
forest among tree 2-3 meters long. Few were the cases in which some GCPs were inside
the perimeter of the rock-mass or the debris deposit. Their purpose was performing a
georeferencing independently from the position data coming with the drones, since they
usually are affected by interferences or the absence of a good GPS signal. It follows that
some of them were adopted as Ground Control Points (GCPs) to proper adjust the scale
and the orientation of the models into the same datum, in particular the Slovenia Geodetic
Datum 1996 (EPSG:3794), a necessary step to run a reliable comparison between
consecutive point clouds. Few GCPs, from none to 5 in some cases, where removed due to
errors in the position estimation, absence in the images or poor amount of good projection
between the images. The georeferencing process is then assessed by defining the accuracy
of the positioning measurements of each target: the survey methodology adopted by BF is
unknown but an accuracy level of 1,5-3 cm was assigned to the data; FGG performed at
first a RTK GNSS survey with an achieved accuracy of 4 cm in the horizontal direction
and 8 cm in the vertical one and later a combination of tacheometry and GNSS was adopted
achieving better results with an accuracy level of 2 cm in the horizontal direction and 4
cm in the vertical one. These values, verified with a simple comparison between GCP and
CP (Check Points), have been assigned to each measurement since the data came with no
explicit accuracy value.
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Then, a cleaning of the sparse point cloud to increase the quality of the model reprojection
and to optimize the cameras orientation, has been assessed and performed for each of the
seven data set available. The maximum reprojection error in pixel has been reduced of the
80-90%, while the RMSE reprojection error has been reduced of the 30-40%.
The final results, adopting all the valid points as GCP, in terms of horizontal, vertical and

D1

D2 - Slope

D2 - River

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7
Figure 6-1 – Horizontal, vertical and total RMS reprojection error averaged over all the GCPs.

total error are shown in Figure 6-1: the achieved accuracy of the reprojection is between 2
and 4 cm.
At this stage, the building of the dense point cloud was possible and a combination of
automatic and manual classification of point clouds were carried out to obtain the point
cloud consisting only of points classified as ground points for each survey. Each point
cloud was then imported into CloudCompare: a noise filtering has been performed by
removing the double points closer than 1 cm, subsampling the point cloud with a maximum
distance of 5 cm and adopting the S.O.R. filter with a value of 100 for kNN and 1 of
nSigma. In order to obtain reliable comparisons, the point clouds have been registered by
applying in some occasions a rigid vertical translation of a distance depicted by a manual
point-to-point distance inspection; in some other cases the automatic reprojection of the
points in the CloudCompare environment was good enough to guarantee a good overlap of
the models.
The 3D distance between the compared point clouds has been estimated by running the
M3C2 algorithm, which required in this case a previous estimation of the normals
orientation by setting a diameter for the calculation of the best fitting plane of 1 m and
adopting the Minimum Spanning Tree method to adjust the orientation. Calculating the
distances, the projection scale d was set equal to 1 m and the registration error was set
equal to 3 cm. The results allow to emphasize the niches were the detachment occurred,
mainly along the vertical wall the rock mass in the left upper part of the slope (as shown
in Figure 5-10 and 5-16 by comparing D1 with LiDAR and D6 with D5), with particular
occurrence at the top (as shown in Figure 5-11 and 5-14 by comparing D2 with D1 and D4
with D3). The loss of material occurs even on the debris deposit, as shown in Figure 5-15
and 5-16 by comparing D5 with D4 and D6 with D5: this is not unusual since instabilities,
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triggered by the impact of a block or rainfall, can occur inside debris deposit causing a
debris flow towards the valley. It is possible also to recognize the areas where the material
accumulated causing an increase of volume in the debris deposits, both across the middle
portion of the slope (as shown in Figure 5-10, 5-15 and 5-17 by comparing D1 with
LiDAR, D5 with D4 and D7 with D6) and along the bottom part, affecting mainly the right
side (as shown in Figure 5-10, 5-11, and 5-14 by comparing D1 with LiDAR, D2 with D1
and D4 with D3). Many changes are also observed along the riverbed and on the
riverbanks, where mining activities cause the removal and stocking of natural material.
The presence of relatively small distances, lower than 1 m, between two point clouds
coming from consecutive surveys detects a smaller scale evolution well distributed all over
the entire slope.
Such estimations come with a level of detection, which in most cases is globally lower than
10 cm. In the portions of the slope where the surface orientation is more consistent, a
confidence interval close to the registration error occurs. Greater values of LOD95% are
mainly caused by a poor reconstruction of the reference and/or compared point cloud or
can be the consequence of a local increase of the surface roughness.
Finally, a simplified method is assessed and adopted to estimate volume changes. Positive
values indicate an accumulation of material, negative values indicate a loss of volume
mainly due to the detachment that describe the evolution of the rock mass. In most cases,
the results are very different. The most frequent scenario is a negative volume bigger than
the positive one: this can be justified considering the possibility that most of the detached
material could have felt out of the scene captured during the survey, accumulating among
the vegetated areas in left bottom portion of the slope or even reaching farther points of the
riverbed. A falling block could also be divided into smaller debris due to the impacts with
the surface, so that the material could spread in different directions reducing the actual
surface change that can be confidently detected. Finally, the presence of a mining activity
in the valley and secondary instability phenomena triggered by natural events cannot be
ignored: the final balance can be affected by both human activities and natural causes.
Others scenarios, where the positive volume is bigger than the negative one can be justified
more likely in the same way: the detachment occurred in a portion out of the scene or where
the model was not reconstructed due to the presence of vegetation or small and distributed
erosion of the rock mass, lower than the level of detection, led to the accumulation of
material in the bottom debris deposit. Combining the results of both the slope and river
model in case of the second data set D2, a relatively small difference (about 1’000 m3)
between the accumulated and the detached material is shown: this indicates that a portion
of the material reached the valley and some of this have been transported by the Belca
torrent towards the main Sava river.
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7. Conclusion
A general Structure-from-Motion based workflow has been defined to assess a good 3D
reconstruction of the scene considering all the challenges: different surveying methods
adopted from a data set to another, the abundant presence of high vegetation and the reduced
amount and non-uniform distribution of targets in the scene to use as GCP and/or CP. A
methodology for surface and volume detection by meaning point cloud comparison has been
defined without requiring any interpolation by gridding or mesh triangulation. In particular
a Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) was performed and the optimal
values for the main parameters for each point cloud were assessed; the distance computation
comes also with a spatial variable and local level of uncertainty, accounting for errors in the
registration and uncertainties related to the surface roughness. Also, a rough but simple
volume detection methodology has been performed.
The final results show a qualitative and quantitative evolution of the slope: the main areas
where the detachment and accumulation of rock blocks occurs are detected, and an evolution
of the material in the riverbed, especially in the upper part, is reported.
This experience highlights the fact that even if the photogrammetric elaboration could have
a high level of automatization, the judgment of the user is required when reconstructing a
complex geomorphology. SfM software are very useful since they provide a user-friendly
low cost technique when a scene or even an object need to be reconstructed in a 3D virtual
environment, starting simply from multiple overlapping images taken from different points
of view. This kind of raw data can be easily acquired nowadays with common instruments
as smartphones and tablets. Vast areas can be investigated by UAV, nowadays accessible to
everybody in terms of economic expense, portability and level of automatization during the
flight. The data processing become more challenging when an indirect georeferencing using
GCPs is required and the final reprojection error must be minimized: the experience and the
knowledge of the user area the key elements to obtain the best result possible, because in
most cases an inspection of the images is needed to assess the projection of the markers and
their right positioning into the images could require an iterative process. Also the ground
point classification may need a manual intervention: considering the limited results returned
from many different algorithms, they are able to classify the points relying only on the
geometry of the point cloud. There are even algorithms as CANUPO1 that can be trained by
manually assigning some portion of the scene to a defined class, but even in this case the
experience of the user is the key element to better train the classifier and reach a good result
in obtaining the needed ground point cloud.
In natural hazard estimation, the photogrammetric process can be a powerful source for
geometric considerations and stability analysis. Indirect geomechanical surveys can be
carried out on the rock mass in order to assess the spatial distribution of the joint sets and
potentially estimate the size of the block more lily to collapse. A closer investigation of the
1

Brodu n., Lague D. 3D Terrestrial lidar data classification of complex natural scenes using a multiscale
dimensionality criterion: applications in geomorphology, ISPRS Journal of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing,
Elsevier, 2012, 68, pp.121-134.
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debris deposit could allow the estimation of the sediment granulometry to evaluate the
internal stability.
The comparison with other kind of data it could also help in the reconstruction of the entire
natural phenomenon. Here the areas most susceptible to detachment and accumulation,
observed in a short period of time, almost 1 year if excluding the LiDAR data coming from
the 2014, are shown but more can be done: a correlation with external factors as rainfalls or
mining activities could eventually highlight possible triggering factors of instability.
In the end, many things can be accomplished by combining UAV photogrammetry and SfM
software. They provide a low-cost, rapid and flexible alternative to other methodologies for
accurate geomorphological mapping.
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APPENDIX A
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Figure A.1 - Distribution of the difference between the reprojection error of each marker considered as GCP and
then as CP, after optimizing the camera parameters.
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APPENDIX B
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Figure B-1 – Reprojection error in meters in the three directions of all the GCPs.
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Figure B-2 - Reprojection error in meters in the three directions of all the GCPs and CPs.
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APPENDIX C
clear all
P=readmatrix('d1');
v_m3=P(:,9);
l=P(:,8);
v_plus=0;
v_minus=0;
N=size(v_m3,1);
l_up=0;
l_down=0;
%separation of positive and negative values
for i=1:N
if v_m3(i) > 0
v_plus=v_plus+v_m3(i);
else v_minus=v_minus+v_m3(i);
end
end
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